
Connected spaces without the uprights 
Capable of spanning openings of up to 6.5m X 2.8m with just 
two sashes, the aluplast Lift-and-Slide door delivers impressive 
design flexibility and uninterrupted sightlines. With light touch 
and effortless opening even at maximum sizes, it connects 
indoor and outdoor spaces year-round. 

This makes the aluplast Lift-and-Slide system ideal for 
enclosing large spaces and guaranteeing light transfer -  
even on the gloomiest of days.

Proven easy-lift technology
The aluplast Lift-and-Slide exploits proven technology. Sashes 
are mounted on an easy-lift mechanism that elevates when 
opened and lowers on to the track when closed. So, a fully 
closed door rests over lower weather seals improving the 
door’s weather tightness, thermal and acoustic insulation. 

The moving sash can also be lowered on to any place  
on the track making for occasional ventilation. 

New thinking 

the aluplast® Lift-and-Slide
With U-values as low as 0.65 W/m2K, the aluplast Lift-and-Slide delivers exceptional  
thermal performance, effortless operation and uninterrupted sightlines.

Combined with a wide choice of finishes, including our highly innovative aluskin external  
aluminium cladding-option, it’s engineered to deliver high-margin retail opportunities.



Passive house standard equivalent
The Lift-and-Slide door delivers exceptional energy 
performance as standard. Ultra-energy efficient specifications, 
combined with glazing units of up to 51mm, deliver even higher 
levels of performance and U-values as low as 0.65 W/m2K. 

Low stock holding and multiple finishes
The modular 85mm system has been developed to minimise 
stock holding, while maximising design flexibility, with a choice 
of options in addition to the standard PVC-U finish. 

This includes aluskin - our innovative aluminium external 
fascia system. Also available on our contemporary SquareLine 
casement window system, the Ideal 4000, alsukin uses a 
simple click-and-fit system. 

Delivering enhanced thermal performance, lowering 
manufacturing costs and creating an aluminium aesthetic, 
aluskin also supports entry into aluminium sectors. 

With foils also available for ex-stock delivery within just days  
of orders, special foils in 15-days or less with no surcharge  
and no setting up charge, the Lift-and-Slide door from aluplast 
is engineered to maximise margin and support your growth. 

Technical overview
• Light touch easy-operate lift-and-slide opening  

and closing mechanism
• Modular 85mm system

• Thermally broken aluminium threshold

• Accommodates glazing units of up to 52mm

• U-values as low as 0.65 W/m2K - meeting  
Passive Haus standard equivalent

• Maximum width/height up to 6.5m X 2.8m 

• Maximum sash weight of up to 300kg

• ecotech technology

German-engineered and sitting alongside our contemporary 
new Ideal 4000 SquareLine PVC-U window system or 
innovative aluskin click-and-fix, Ideal 4000, aluminium  
fascia option, it’s part of our growing product offering. 

To find out how the aluplast Lift-and-Slide can help you to grow your business,  
please call 01684 273401 email info@aluplast.co.uk or visit www.aluplast.co.uk.


